
  

 
 

  

    

      DIVE COURSES 

PADI DISCOVER SCUBA DIVING EXPERIENCE  

 All necessary dive equipment (mask, fins, BCD, regulator, wetsuit, belt, weights, 
standard size tank) 

 1-hour theory session (paperwork, watching the video, briefing with the instructor) 

 1-hour in water session (equipment usage, exercises in a shallow water, then fun and 
exploring) 

 Certificate of completion (Discover Scuba Diving is not a scuba certification) 

 DSD brochure (only if available in participant’s language) 

 

PADI SCUBA DIVER COURSE 

 All necessary dive equipment (mask, snorkel, fins, BCD, regulator, wetsuit, belt, weights, 
standard size tank) 

 All necessary learning materials and certification costs (PADI OWD manual, log book, 
temporary card) 

 Theory sessions (knowledge reviews that student divers do with instructor after reading 
the manual and/or watching the video, quizzes) 

 3 skills development sessions in confined water 

 2 open water dives  

 Upon completing PADI SD course participants are certified to dive under supervision of 
instructor / divemaster, to maximum depth of 12m, in areas and under conditions 
similar to those in which they were trained. 

 Student divers who completed all 5 knowledge development sessions, quizzes and final 
exam and/or a part or all of skills development sessions from PADI Open Water Diver 
course can continue their diving education by participating in referral course. 

 

REFERRAL COURSE 

 All necessary dive equipment (mask, snorkel, fins, BCD, regulator, wetsuit, belt, weights, 
standard size tank) 

 Certification costs and temporary card 

 Skills development sessions in confined water (depends on how many confined water 
sessions was already completed) 

 4 open water dives  

 Upon completing referral course participants are certified to dive without supervision to 
maximum depth of 18m, in areas and under conditions similar to those in which they 
were trained. 

 



  

 
 

  

 

 

UPGRADE TO OWD COURSE  

 All necessary dive equipment (mask, snorkel, fins, BCD, regulator, wetsuit, belt, weights, 
standard size tank) 

 

PADI OPEN WATER DIVER COURSE 

 All necessary dive equipment (mask, snorkel, fins, BCD, regulator, wetsuit, belt, weights, 
standard size tank) 

 All necessary learning materials and certification costs (PADI OWD manual, log book, 
temporary card) 

 Theory sessions (knowledge reviews that student divers do with the instructor after 
reading the manual and/or watching the video, quizzes and final exam) 

 5 skills development sessions in confined water 

 4 open water dives 

 Upon completing PADI OWD course participants are certified to dive without 
supervision to maximum depth of 18m, in areas and under conditions similar to those in 
which they were trained. 

 

PADI ADVANCED OPEN WATER DIVER COURSE 

 All necessary learning materials and certification costs (PADI AOWD manual, temporary 
card) 

 5 theory sessions (knowledge reviews that student divers do with the instructor after 
reading the manual and/or watching the video) 

 5 adventure dives - two required (Deep and Underwater Navigation) and the other three 
chosen by student, for a total of five dives. All five dives are deducted from Package 
dives.  

 Upon completing PADI OWD course participants are certified to dive without 
supervision to maximum depth of 30m, in areas and under conditions similar to those 
in which they were trained. 

 
 

Scubaspa yachts are the only vessels in the Maldives recognized as PADI 5 Star Dive Resorts  

Dive resorts excel in providing traveling scuba divers with memorable diving experiences by 
offering professional and outstanding service. Our dive operations feature full range of PADI 
scuba programs, a good equipment selection and dive activities that promote aquatic 
environmental responsibility. Being a part of PADI 5 Star Dive Resorts we are committed to 
delivery of best quality training and continuing education programs that include dive experiences 
and environmental awareness.   


